PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Hello! In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Baron Zemo from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game:

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black, followed with some grey and white zenithal
highlights applied from above (please refer
to Epsiode 1 of the video series on YouTube
for more details on how I do this):

I’m firstly painting the eye area with some
Black:

And I’ve now drawn in the eyes using Ivory:

For the inner top and gloves I’ve used Scalecolor’s Black Leather:

Next I’ve used Scalecolor’s Sunset Purple for
the mask, and you can see I’ve left the area
surrounding the eye in shadow:

For the jacket I’m using a roughly equal mix of Scalecolor’s Dubai Brown and Black Leather:

For the golden elements I’m using a mix of
Vallejo’s Brown Violet and Japanese Uniform
(I’m using the same tones as featured in the
video series for characters like Iron Man and
Thanos):

For the trousers I’m using Scalecolor’s Petroleum Gray:

For the belt and the boots I’m using a mix
of Vallejo’s Black and Dark Sea Blue:

For the cuffs I’m using Scalecolor’s Thar
Brown which I’ve mixed with just a hint of
the Sunset Purple:

For the fur lining I’m using a roughly equal mix of Scalecolor’s Graphite and Mojave White:

I’m now moving onto the highlights, and I’m going to start with the gloves and inner top. Here I’m going to initially highlight up from the
Black Leather to Sunset Purple:

For the brightest highlights I’m going to mix some Tenere Yellow into the Sunset Purple:

I’m now going to highlight the chest and mask area by adding Scalecolor’s Fuchsia to the
Sunset Purple base tone in a few stages:

You can see that I’m exaggerating some of the vertical lines on the outfit (which are barely visibly on the sculpt itself):

I’m once again adding Tenere Yellow to
achieve my brightest highlights:

For the jacket I’m highlighting up from the Black Leather and Dubai Brown base tone to a
mix of Dubai Brown and Orange Leather:

And I’m once again adding Tenere Yellow to
achieve my brightest highlights:

I’d like a slighty rougher-looking texture for
the jacket:

I’m now going to brush over a thinned ink
mix of Daler Rowney’s Sepia with a hint of
Purple Lake:

I’ve thinned this with around four parts of
water:

This just helps tie things together, whilst also
providing a slightly more glossy finish:

I’m now providing my last few highlights on
top, introducing a bit more of a scratchy texture as I go:

For the fur lining I’m returning to the Graphite and Mojave White base tone, and simply
increasing the amount of Mojave White in
the mix:

When I apply these highlights I’m mostly
dabbing the paint on using the side of the
brush tip to bring out the texture:

After reaching pure Mojave White I’m using
some White Sands to provide my last, and
brightest highlights:

For the cuffs I’m adding White Sands to the
base tone in a couple of stages:

And I’m using some Black to add some black
lining where the cuff meets the fur lining:

I’m now adding a glint of pure White for the
brightest spots:

Moving onto the gold elements I’m first
highlighting up from the base tone to pure
Japanese Uniform:

I’m then adding Vallejo’s Ice Yellow for the
brighter highlights:

My typical approach to painting small, flat
areas of metal like this is to create a gradient
from dark at the top to light at the bottom,
then provide some quite sharp edge highlights to the upper and side edges.

I’m now adding some Ivory for my brightest
glints:

I’ve chosen to paint the small gem on the
sword firstly in white:

Then some pure Fuchsia:

Followed with a tiny glint of white:

I’m now highlighting the belt and gloves by
simply adding White to the Dark Sea Blue
and Black base tone:

I might then switch to adding Ivory for the
brighter highlights just to achieve a small
shift in tone:

I’ve also decided to thin some of Vallejo’s
Blue Green and brush this into some of the
highlights to add interest:

I’m being fairly quick and sketchy in how I
apply these:

And I’m now adding some small, specular
highlights with pure Ivory:

I’m now using Vallejo’s Blue Grey Pale to pick
out the small metallic buckles etc:

And a few small touches of Ivory can be added to create a bit of sparkle:

Next I’m going to highlight the trousers by
adding increasing amounts of Rainy Gray to
the Petroleum Gray base tone:

I’m now painting the sword, firstly with a
base tone of Black and Dark Sea Blue:

I’m then lightening this with white and blocking in some alternating patches of highlight:

I’m lightening this further and also mixing in
some of Vallejo’s Light Turquoise to maintain
a steely-blue look:

I’m also providing some sharp edge highlights:

I’m now mixing in some Ivory for the brightest highlights:

I might also introduce some of the Brown
and Black Leather tones into the shadows to
boost the contrast and create interest:

I’ve also created some irregularities and
notches with the Ivory - mainly along the
central ridge:

I’m also adding a couple of scratches to the
blade:

And here I’m glazing on some of the Light
Turquoise to boost the vibrancy:

I’m now painting the base as described in
the previous guides (using mainly Vallejo’s
Stonewall Grey to match my terrain, and
some Nuln Oil for the dark lining etc.):

As usual I’ve also sprinkled on a little Urban
Scatter by Javis:

And I’m adding some additional black lining:

I’m now painting the buckles on the jacket
which I missed earlier:

This can be done with ink if you like, but here I’m just using Vallejo’s Black paint thinned
with a little water and a touch of flow enhancer:

And this completes Baron Zemo!

I’m also giving a small boost to the highlights
on the gloves:

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
using Balor Brown:

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

PAINT LIST:
Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
Black (VMC)
using Balor Brown:
Sunset Purple (SC)
Fuchsia (SC)
Ivory (VMC)
Titanium White (S)
Black Leather (SC)
Brown Violet (VMC)
Japanese Uniform (VMC)
Dubai Brown (SC)
Petroleum Gray (SC)
Dark Sea Blue (VMC)
Thar Brown (SC)
Graphite (SC)
Mojave White (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)
Sepia Ink (DR)
Purple Lake Ink (DR)
White Sands (SC)
White (SC)
Ice Yellow (VMC)
Blueanother
Green (VMC)
This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added
layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratchBlue Greyes:
Pale (VMC)
Rainy Gray (SC)
Light Turquoise (VMC)
We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Thank you!
VMC = Vallejo Model Color, S = Schmincke, VMA - Vallejo Model Air, DR = Daler Rowney, SC = Scalecolor

